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ATTORNEY.
The combination of a molded glass chimney having its lower edge ground true, as described, and provided with a corrugation, B, and a smooth metallic jacket or band, C, applied to the lower end of the chimney, but unattached thereto, so as to be readily removable and replaced without detachng and attaching fastening devices, the lower end of said jacket or band being bent inward at right angles to the axis of the chimney, and terminating at
the inner surface of the vertical wall of the chimney, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of a molded glass chimney having its lower edge ground true, as described, and provided with a corrugation, B, and a smooth metallic jacket or band, C, arranged loosely on the lower end of the said jacket or band, and having its lower edge bent inward at right angles, and terminating at the inner surface of the vertical wall of the chimney, substantially as and for the purpose described.
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